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N.A.A. Accounting Practice Reports, of which this is the fourteenth, have been
designed to organize an0ccelerate.the exchange of information on accounting
practice. Each report
summary of current practice in a limited area of accounting, so far as such practice is disclosed by descriptions of company practice, provided by N.A.A. members, and associates of N.A.A. members, through
their chapters. A list of the individuals who contributed to the current report
which the contributions were submitted, will be found
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PRACTICE IN THE MAKING
if limited, body of initial experience is afforded by auA thors of fifteen descriptions
on the topic, "How We Use Return -on- Capital
N OUTSTANDING,

Figures to Appraise Management Performance," who set forth practice in determination and use of the return rate for this purpose. Primarily, they report
application of the measure to division management, with some attention to its
importance to the company as a whole. The particulars of the descriptions make
it evident that use of return on capital in this way is in the pioneering stage,
a fact which lends interest to individual instances as well as to practice.
Use by Decentralized Companies
Twelve of the companies have decentralized division managements generally
located at physically separated facilities. Here appraisal through return on capital supports the decentralization by adding to the effectiveness of the control
which company management can exercise without impairing the independence
of division management. In one company, decentralization is to product group
divisions. The products are made, to some extent, on common facilities, a situation which introduces complications into the return -on- capital computation.
Nevertheless, the result is considered serviceable as an appraisal of product
management. Another company, whose circumstances permit it to attribute a
portion of revenue to cost centers, appraises each through return on capital.
The remaining company reported upon is centralized and at present uses return on capital only in making comparison between the company's results and
those of competitors. However, it has definite plans for bases to be used in
the future in applying return on capital to its divisions. Four of the divisionally
decentralized companies have management incentive. plans relying on return on
capital.
Like features of practice are discernible throughout, despite variations in application of the concept of return on capital for management appraisal. Assets
employed, though somewhat variously arrived at, form the prevalent base. Deduction of current liabilities is a minority practice. Net worth as a base appears
to be regarded as useful only for out -of- company comparisons, and not always
for these. As to income, among the companies in which the philosophy of decentralization appears to be applied in the most thoroughgoing manner, return
is computed on income after taxes. Others are inclined to use a before -tax or
before- tax - and - interest basis. Here again, particulars of company experience
show some differences.
FE BR U AR Y . 1 96 2
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Some Special Uses; Degree of Appeal
The instances of practice which go to make up the descriptions and this
report include many special aspects of use of the return rate which may prove
practical elsewhere, at least with adaptation. A few among those which will be
encountered are as follows:
Review of competitors' returns on capital.
2.

Reduction of asset volumes in order to increase return on capital.

3. The charging of interest to divisions to supply additional incentive
to reduce assets.
4. The reporting of return on capital monthly in budget reports which
also disclose return on sales and capital turnover.
5. Graphic portrayal of widely divergent returns realized by two divisions of the same company.
6. How a public utility company applies return on capital to cost
centers.
7. A divisional management incentive plan for increasing return on
capital above a quota percentage. Additional incentive is offered
with this plan for increasing the return in comparison with the
previous year.
Opinion relative to the breadth of usefulness of the ratio is revealed as in
a state of flux, awaiting full development of practice. It is agreed that return
on capital is a useful measure and, in some sense, fundamental. On the other
hand, there are authors to whom its usefulness is more in the nature of an ultimate or long -term utility, with evident reliance upon return on sales or upon
budget showings for more immediate tests of performance. There is also ambivalence concerning the importance of recognizing the asset turnover and return on -sales rates as elements of the return determination. One or two authors point
out that divisions will vary in the level of these component rates, especially if
their products and processes differ, but that it is appropriate to hold them to a
uniform return rate, which has general comparative significance.
A particular feature of the fifteen descriptions is the appearance of as many
as eleven industry backgrounds, suggesting that applicability of the return -oncapital technique for management appraisal is not limited by this factor. The
industries represented are machinery manufacturing (3), textile (2), rubber,
electronics, food processing, plywood production, pharmaceuticals, electrical
manufacturing, retail lumber, retail store group, and a public utility. One
writer does not divulge the line of business involved.
The first section of the body of this report deals briefly with material pro4
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vided which relates to companies in their entirety. The material stresses the
"swing" from consideration of return on net worth to return on assets employed. This is followed by discussion of the asset and income bases adopted
by companies in calculating the return. The use of return on capital as both
a supplementary and independent guide to appraisal of performance is then
treated. The last two sections of this summary reflect ( 1 ) specific experience in
periodical reporting of return on capital and ( 2 ) instances of its use for incentive compensation purposes.
It is appropriate to note, as in previous reports in this series, summarizing,
larger but still small samples, that the underlying writeups represent descriptive responses by authors to an announced topic, not answers to specific questions such as would be posed if a survey were undertaken. Nevertheless, the experience of specific companies, reported here, while not demonstrated as typical
by these instances, is of a realistic character which is revealing in the experimental area dealt with.
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COMPANIES IN SEARCH OF COMPETITORS'
EXPERIENCE
to the use of return on capital to appraise divisional manB agement, the prevailing
theme in the descriptions, some help will be
EFORE TURNING

afforded by attention to seven instances in which material was supplied on return on capital for company appraisal. The material is helpful because it suggests that companies make only minor use of return on the investor's basis of
net worth and, additionally, because it includes instances in which a company standard of return is sought. Further, presentation of the gist of these
descriptions carries the reader to the point at which divisional application is
undertaken.
An Instance — Different Stockholder and Management
Return Rates
There is apparent a sense that a return -on- capital rate ought to be itself
measured against a standard of some kind so that it will represent more than
company experience. This attitude is expressed by one writer in the following
terms:
"The best common denominator for expressing a financial goal is
return on capital. In our case, this goal is established wthout regard
to the present structure of operations, facilities make -up, organization
or management. If these were considered, the goal would serve only
to endorse the present situation. Such a goal would not be broad
enough for the outward reach of our organization.
"It may be said that the goal should be 'realistic.' But realistic with
reference to what? Current economic conditions? Our heavy commitment to current processing? Higher or lower costs than that of a
competitor? If so, our goal would be just what we are doing."
The search for a standard leads to comparisons with other companies. This
company attempts to equal the best performance of competitors. After investigating competitors' returns, it determines a primary goal for measurement of
management on before - tax - and - interest return on current value of total assets.
First, however, it sets a stockholder's equity goal in terms of after -tax return
to net worth. The author illustrates this by assuming after -tax returns on net
worth for Competitors A, B and C of 16.2 percent, 12.6 percent and 10.3 percent, respectively. Suggesting that the high figure of 16.2 percent might be
12 percent on current values of assets if they were 35 percent over book, the
author states, "If we were to adopt an after -tax goal of 12 percent, we would
probably be matching and possibly excelling A's performance. We, therefore,
recommend an equity goal of 12 percent." This studied determination of the
6
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rate on net worth which must be earned if an adequate return is to be made
on the stockholders' money is then followed by a determination of a related
primary goal on which to judge management performance. A computation to
convert from the former goal, stated in terms of after -tax income to net worth,
to the latter goal, stated in terms of before- tax - and - interest income to total
assets, might utilize the following formula:
.12 net

worth = xc/o (net worth + debt) — interest — income tax provision.

Assuming an after -tax profit of $12,000 on $100,000 net worth, with indebtedness of $25,000, interest of $1,250 (5%) and income taxes of $10,000,
the corresponding management appraisal return before tax and related to all
assets turns out to be 18.6%.
The concept that a satisfactory return on net worth is to be converted into
an equivalent return below which a management - appraisal return on assets should
not fall, is not expressed in other descriptions, which treat the two types of return calculations independently when both are mentioned. However, return
equivalent to cost of capital is sometimes referred to as a minimum return.
Researching Published Data
In seeking evidence from the outside as to what return on capital should be
earned, a company may go somewhat further than the comparisons indicated
above. Another company, which presents its directors quarterly with "after tax return on the book value of total assets at the end of the period" on the
scheme of calculation shown in Exhibit 1, annually researches returns earned
by other companies within and without the industry to maintain a ten -year
comparison of returns both on equity and total assets. Included also are "turnover and profit margin comparisons." For this purpose the company goes to
a "great deal of work, utilizing such diversified materials as Moody'.r, Standard
and Poor's, company annual reports, the Wall Street journal, Fortune's '500,'
the First National City Bank of New York letter, and Quarterly Report on
Manufacturing Corporations issued by the Federal Trade and Securities and
Exchange Commissions." The description author states that "one of the advantages of looking closely at competitors' results is the direct aid in establishing goals for the company."
The same endeavor is actively carried out by still another company. The
form in which its four -year summary of competitors' results appears is shown
in Exhibit 2. It will be noted that the computation expressed in the final column of the exhibit as "annual yield" relates "operating profit" to published
figures for total assets without deduction of liabilities and with fixed asset
FE BR U AR Y , 1 96 2
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EXHIBIT I

reserves and treasury tax notes (deducted from liabilities in statements) added
in. T h e fo l l owi n g pa ssa ge fr o m the related desc ript ion is r el ev a n t:
''W e k e e p y e a r l y c o m p a ri so n s, wi t h su p p o r t i n g d e t a i l s, o f p u b l i sh e d
retu rn o n ca pita l of ot he r cor po ra t io ns wi th in the indu stry. T h e se
a re u sefu l to ou r org a ni za t ion a n d he l p set sta nd a rd s. So m e little -

known corporations have a much better return than their well -known
competitors. There is continued pressure by top management to determine how our competitors are achieving these results. Our primary
goal is not only to equal but out - perform our competitors in return
on capital."
A company reported upon which includes in "the ten - year - financial- history
section of its annual report a line showing returns on stockholders' equity but
does not figure return on this basis in any other connection," shows an after tax "return on assets employed" (fixed assets net but no liabilities deducted)
in the monthly report of the company controller. Comparisons are made between the company and competitors and also between company divisions and
8
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EXHIBIT 3

their particular competitors, in the format offered in Exhibit 3. The figures
are issued monthly but only annual or annualized information is shown. The
author states, that "management watches this report mainly to gain perspective and develop a keener view as to what general actions are necessary."
Keeping an eye on how competition is doing receives mention in the other
descriptions which give attention to the appraisal of the company as a whole.
"Rate of return readily permits comparisons with competitive companies" and
"Return performance of competitors is analyzed and compared" are characteristic statements. Another company management "is interested in comparing the
rate of return on assets employed with rates achieved by its major competitors."
However none of these three companies uses return on equity for the comparisons desired. Their computations relate after -tax income in two cases and
before -tax income in one to what are designated as assets employed. As noted
in the next section of the report, the designation may vary in meaning. In one
of these instances, current liabilities are deducted; in another the fixed asset
component is gross rather than net of depreciation.
Toward Divisional Return
The remainder of this report deals with computation and use of return on
capital to measure managements of divisions. The force of the movement to
apply measurement to segments of the company is apparent even in the
description supplied on behalf of the one company in the group of fifteen
which does not yet do so. The author writes of his company's objectives and
reservations:
"Data is beginning to be developed upon which to build divisional
return information. The same income and asset base —after tax return on total assets —will be used as for the company. However, return on capital by division cannot be as neatly packaged or as easily
determined in a centralized as in a decentralized company."
10
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THE BASES OF DIVISIONAL RETURN ON CAPITAL
by companies represented in the descriptions is that
T determination of divisional
return on capital is a matter of relating perHE VI E WPOI N T T AK E N

formance to assets placed at the disposal of divisional management. Prevalently this is expressed as the relationship of income before or after Federal
income taxes to total assets. This situation and its variants are summarized
in Exhibit 4. As to assets, such variants include three companies which deduct
current liabilities and five which use selected assets as the base. Fixed assets,
always included, are preponderantly stated at net book value, gross book value
being substituted in three cases and current value in two. Surplus facilities are
excl u ded in two insta nces.

As to income, five co mp a n ie s ascribe to divisions

a net income after taxes for this purpose, the remaining ten specifying income
before taxes. The before -tax income figure is also identified as before interest
in two cases, before depreciation in two and before central office costs as well
in one of these.

Bases of Determining Return on Investment for Divisional Appraisal
Ext ent a nd / or
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EXHIBIT 4
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will

in-

It is clear that the over -all objective is to treat divisions as nearly as possible
as independent operations, having their own assets and earning their own
come to the point, in general, at which taxes apply. This is informative as to
intentions but incomplete as to whether central office or other common assets
are allocated to divisions. It implies, also, that enough by way of costs is usually
associated with divisions to reach a point at which income taxes would next
be deducted and, in some instances, to compute such taxes for divisions on a
basis which, necessarily, must be hypothetical because of the absence in fact
of divisional tax liability. Again, this information does not tell how common
costs are given divisional application for this purpose, or even whether they
are given such application. It is, of course, possible for a company to ignore
all or part of such common assets and costs and still determine asset and income bases comparable among divisions. However, the approach of most companies for which descriptions were submitted suggests that allocations are made
where practicable.
Some leads to answers to these two broad questions, offered in the descriptions, will be considered in immediately succeeding paragraphs, after which
be drawn to reasons given by description authors for the variaattention
tions in asset and income determinations which have been made apparent in
Exhibit 4.
Common Assets and Costs
One way of solving the problem of getting all assets or costs to divisions
when it is desired to do so would be to have no common items, an impracticable
solution so long as executives are paid salaries and the corporate office occupies
premises. However, where decentralization is followed assiduously, the situation can be closely simulated. This is the case in one company using the relationship of after -tax income to total assets less current liabilities for determination of divisional return on capital. The division managers have their own
engineering, accounting and personnel departments, and working capital is
supplied by the home office "as requested by the divisions," where the authority
resides even "to develop nonrecourse financing for receivables and inventories"
and "arrange purchase terms with suppliers." No mention is made in the description, of either asset or cost allocation to divisions in figuring return on
capital.
Another company, in which divisional decentralization is likewise emphasized
and which bases divisional return on after -tax income and total assets, has an
express method of attributing to the divisions such assets and costs as are primarily corporate. As to assets:
12
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"Allocated assets are for cash and the buildings and equipment of
corporate management. Formulas have been developed for this allocation, based upon payroll, receivables, payables and other factors.
However, since these allocated assets average less than ten percent
of division assets, the problem is not acute."
Division income of this company, which is after "corporate costs and income taxes," is also after interest, which is "allocated to all divisions based upon
assets employed." The author comments, "Each division will always receive
a charge as long as the corporation borrows money."
The problem of allocations to divisions is treated as of major significance
in only two other descriptions. One of the country's foremost manufacturers,
which also bases divisional return on total assets and after -tax income, "maintains the major portion of its cash and marketable securities in treasurer's accounts of the head office "; it makes up the lack at the divisions by attributing
to each an amount of cash equal to six percent of budgeted sales for the year.
In addition, "amounts are furnished to each division, prior to each budget
period, representing the allocated portion of the assets of engineering, styling
and the central office." It is also felt necessary to smooth out intradivisional receivables, which might otherwise fluctuate erratically, by setting them at 81/3
percent of budgeted interdivision sales and also to smooth to an average annual amount the asset representing special tools under construction. No reference appears to the attributing of central costs to divisions, presumably because regular procedures exist to arrive at divisional net income after taxes.
The other company referred to has the problem, which is raised in only one
other of the descriptions, resulting from divisional organization by product
groups rather than geographically. Here both assets and costs must be allocated to divisions if return on capital is to be determined. The following procedures are used:
Assets
Cash —to profit centers based on a monthly forecast of costs and expenses of each, with due regard for anticipated receipts.
Receivables—to profit centers on a formula based on sales volumes
and giving recognition to discount terms and dating practices.
Inventories —common inventories allocated to centers in proportion to
the related material content as found in production.
Fixed assets—those not specifically identifiable to profit centers allocated
to them on relative usage of facilities as determined from product
mix in a long -range sales forecast.
Prepaid expenses — allocated in the same general manner as inventories and fixed assets.
FE BR UA R Y, 1 96 2
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Investtnents and idle plant —considered as belonging to a corporate
division.
Costs
Variable costs—direct to profit center.
Fixed costs (called standby costs by the company) — allocated in accordance with long -range produce mixes.
Briefly, then, in the descriptions as a whole, with some lack of detail which
may be due to the degree of decentralization of assets and costs already achieved
prior to application of return on capital, the positive indications are that the
allocation process is performed as needed, with use as necessary of theoretical
concepts, e.g. attribution of hypothetical amounts of cash to.divisions. The
need for allocation appears to be least in situations of virtually complete geographical decentralization and greatest where products of differing divisional
authorities may be made on the same facilities.
Bases of Calculating Return on Capital
The three points about which specific practice revolves in calculation of return on capital are, as has been indicated, whether (t) to use in the denominator of the fraction all assets, these less current liabilities, or else to use specific
assets, ( 2 ) whether to value fixed assets at net or gross book value or at current
value and (3) whether to establish the numerator of the fraction as profit after
taxes or before taxes and, possibly also, before interest and perhaps depreciation.
Practice, as disclosed in Exhibit 4, favors total assets, net book value for
fixed assets, and income before taxes. This prevalence is in line with broad
sentiments to the extent expressed in the descriptions. Total assets are regarded as providing the full picture of operating management's responsibilities.
Net book value of fixed assets is favored because of its availability, general
familiarity with it, and absence of special significance in the principal alternatives. Before -tax income is generally regarded as the terminal figure for which
operating management is responsible. The descriptions are not well- furnished
with theoretical defenses of these and possibly other practices. On the other
hand, a few appear and are cited below, together with like statements relating
to the exceptional practices.
A company representing the majority viewpoint and using total assets does
so because:
"A return on assets employed seems to be a logical concept to use
to evaluate the performance of operating management. The division
managers have little control over the sources of capital but are assigned
responsibility for profitable employment of all assets committed to
them."
14
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On the other hand, a company which reduces the asset base by all current
liabilities, except income tax accrual, which it feels would distort the result,
regards this practice as providing divisional investment ''essentially equivalent
to the net amount of funds provided by the home office." An author representing a company which selects fixed assets, receivables and inventory as its
calculation base, states that, "each operating division has responsibility for these.
Although we are aware of theories favoring inclusion of other assets and application of current liabilities, we feel that our primary concern is with the
three asset categories which, at the start, had reached record - breaking levels."
It should perhaps be noted that three of the five companies using the selected
asset base are also three of the four companies having a management incentive
plan based on return on capital.
Use of fixed assets in the capital base at net book value, though preponderant,
is apparently followed with some misgivings. One author typically states:
"Some plants have been built at pre -war costs, while many are on
the books at pre -war dollars. In spite of these differences, it was decided to use net book values, as these are regularly reported in financial
statements used throughout the company."
Only three instances of utilization of gross book value of fixed assets- were
reported and two of current values, the latter in respect of facilities of a small
company in one instance and for store furniture and fixtures in the other. The
author of the description related to the former company contends that, "the
only fair measure of return is that based on current value." In addition, one
company utilizing gross book value for fixed assets looks toward a current valuation base when practical. The author states that, "due to the inflationary period
in which our fixed assets were constructed, gross book values are probably
reasonable to use. However, it is contemplated that future studies will be made
with the objective of substituting appraised values."
Of interest are two cases in which net and gross fixed assets, respectively,
are used for the same reason, i.e., to assign lower values to older and less productive assets in order not to make a high return on these impracticable. In
one case "depreciated historical cost" is felt "to reflect the poor earning power
of the older properties as compared with the newer ones." In the other, it is
felt that gross asset values incurred at times of acquisition or construction adequately "equalize the effect of the relative .profitability of older and newer
plants."
As with the asset base and fixed asset values included in it, some opinion
was expressed on the income to use in determining return on capital. A comF E B R U A R Y . 1962
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ment supporting the stating of income to a point before taxes and interest, the
majority practice, is given in one description as follows:
"It is felt that operating managers can work more easily with an income- before -tax figure and that, if taxes were deducted, they would
only convert to the before -tax basis."
The foregoing is representative of opinions expressed in other descriptions
supporting this viewpoint. The minority viewpoint, in which a figure for
divisional income after taxes is contrived, is applied by the most decentralized
companies in the group. Only one author out of four expresses his advocacy
of the practice. He states that, "the divisions thus benefit from any capital gains
realized and also have the responsibility of developing higher operating profits
to cover increases in tax rates."
It may be supposed that, in addition to the two companies which specify
"before taxes and interest," other companies omit mention of interest only
because it is immaterial or absent as a cost, inasmuch as the general basis for
excluding taxes as not controllable by divisional management, would apply
to interest also. Interest is specified as a divisional cost in only one of the before -tax group of descriptions. Here the company charges the divisions four
percent interest on asset balances as a substitute for allocating corporate charges
and as an incentive to asset reduction.
Asset Averaging and Income Annualization
To use return on capital at all, it is necessary to know not only the make -up
of the asset base but the appropriate dates as at which to select figures for
specific calculations. The evidence given in the descriptions on this matter is
extremely fragmentary. In one company which reports divisional return on
capital each month cumulatively for the year, "assets employed as reported in
monthly columns from the beginning of the year are averaged." Another company, reporting divisional return each month for the month and for a "moving"
year, appears to base each month's calculation on assets at the beginning of the
current year and the moving twelve -month return on an average of assets for
the immediately preceding twelve months. A third company, which makes a
quarterly report of return on capital, uses assets at the beginning of the period
"to avoid averaging." A further company, having quarterly reporting of return on capital, averages the capital figures at five quarter -end dates to compute return for the year closing on the reporting date. In a description in which
only annual reporting is discussed, the base is "the average of the twelve
monthend capital - employed figures for the year." The suggested conclusion
16
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from these instances is that the form of averaging considered most convenient
and reliable in the circumstances is used.
When, as is suggested in a large proportion of the descriptions, reporting of
a return on capital for each month or cumulatively during a year is essayed,
it is necessary to annualize the income to put it on a full -year basis for comparative purposes. For individual months, it would be possible simply to multiply by twelve or, as in a case in which interim periods are multiples of weeks,
"to divide by number of weeks in the period and multiply by fifty two." If
annualization of an income figure cumulative through the interim months is
desired, the following annualization factors, supplied in one description, may

be availed of:
No. of

No. of

month!

Faclor

months

1
2
3
4

12.
6.
4.
3.

5
6
7
8

No -. o f

Fallor
2.4
2.
1.71428
1.5

monlh.r

Fa clor

9
to
11
12

1.333
1.2
1.0909
1.
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WORKING WITH RETURN ON CAPITAL
there have been portrayed the manner in which companies

T ohave moved toward use of return on assets, as distinguished from return on
THIS POINT

equity, for appraisal of operations and, in the immediately preceding section
of this report, the bases used for computing return on capital of divisional units,
the chief focus of such appraisal. The reasoning behind choices among alternative calculations has been explored in the light of information contained in
the descriptions. In succeeding sections of the report, case material is summarized to supply examples of how return on capital is used in periodical reporting and, lastly, in incentive plans to compensate divisional management for
raising the return toward a standard of performance. In this section of the
report, attention is given to several descriptions which disclose the manner in
which companies are bringing return on capital into the picture either independently or in association with appraisal devices already in use.
Return on Capital as a Supplemental Measure
A well decentralized company has "an integrated system of management
controls which are the principal means through which we use the return -oncapital concept, along with other measures of performance ". These controls
include "annual plans or budgets, an intensive review of these budgets, prompt
reporting and analysis of results, and short -term (three months ahead) forecasting." The principal captions for two divisional forecasts used by this company, are listed below. These captions imply that return on assets employed
(italicized) is one of three summary measures utilized at the close of each of
these forecasts:
Forecast of Major
Profit Factors

Forecast and Analysis of
Division Mat -gin

Sales
Division margin
Profit after income taxes
Assets employed (start of year,
additions, end of year)

Budgeted division margin
( Expected increases or decreases
from volume, price and cost
changes)
Forecast division margin
Better (or worse) than budget

Division objectives
Return on sales
Return on assets employed

Budget and forecast
Division margin contribution
Return on sales

Asset turnover

Rehrrn on assets

The author of the description writes further,
18
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"As this paper developed, it became increasingly clear that it is
difficult to separate our use of return -on- capital measures of performance from others."
The same general situation is described in reference to another company in
which the annual financial forecast includes forecast of divisional returns on
capital which are "automatically established as objectives through approval by
top management." They are forecast "along with percent of profit to sales."
The author states:
"Division managers differ in their use of return on capital and may
work in greater detail with the income statement. Normally, the percent of profit to sales will control an operation; however, the return on- capital pressure has emphasized the effect of turnover and encouraged individual study of inventory requirements."
In respect of the longer view, the company has no doubts of the importance
of return on capital as a performance indicator. From its divisional experience and forecasts, it constructs a ten -year retrospective and prospective picture comparing divisions and the company, as shown in Exhibit 5. This is one

EXHIBIT 5
FE BR U AR Y , 1 96 2
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of the media for "discussion between top management and the divisional manager," which "promotes a deeper understanding of efforts and results."
Independent Use of Return on Capital
A more direct application of return on capital as a measure of performance, with return on sales and asset turnover regarded as its components, is
afforded by another description. Divisional return -on- capital goals are set by
management. When they are not met, attention is given to improving both
asset turnover and profit margin rates. As to the former, the author writes:
"Our operating managers have become more asset conscious. Cash
is maintained at minimum operating levels. Tighter controls have
been established on inventory. In the area of fixed assets, obsolete or
excess equipment is no longer kept around. Inefficient equipment is
being replaced.''
This author expresses the conviction that "rate of return is an effective tool,"
both "to measure operating performance and to assist in planning improved
operations.''
Going still further towards independent and well- identified use of return
on investment, one company has what is, in effect, a return -on- capital program which the writer of the related description expresses in the following steps:
A definite return -on- capital objective is established for operating
plants and the company.
"2. Actual return figures are prepared for plants and the company
in monthly, year -to -date and moving 12 -month figures.
"3. The reporting system promptly reveals actual results against
standard.
"4. Plant and company figures are analyzed, with emphasis on the
degree of change and particular stress on extreme variances from
objectives.
"5. Moving twelve -month return figures are plotted and presented
to the board of directors monthly."
"1.

In implementation of Point 4 above, the long -term situation shown in Exhibit 6 is commented upon by the description author. The widely differing
results shown for Plants X and Y form the subject matter. The author notes
that "differences peculiar to an existing plant" make individual plant investigation more fruitful than comparisons between plants.
As to Plant X, he asks whether, despite the "astronomical proportions" of
its rates of return, management can accept the sharp downward trend without
questioning, and suggests that, "before we can say return is good, average
or poor, we need to find the reasons for the high percentages." He asks whether
20
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these include depreciated values at which plant assets are stated, good cost
control, selective selling or "superlative effort on the part of plant management."
As to Plant Y, with the lower return, the author notes that, "a visually fitted
trend line would probably have a slightly downward movement, or, at best, a
horizontal appearance at two and one half percent. Here, he suggests, there
may be either adverse economic conditions, price competition or lowered managerial effectiveness.
It is noted in the description, with reference to the example of these two
plants, that they emphasize "the necessity of looking beyond the figures to all
of the factors involved."
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Status of Opinion
Three conditions seem apparent in the use of return on capital for management appraisal, so far as the companies considered here are revealing. One
is the definite recognition of return on capital as an appraisal device whether
independently used or simply added to other indicators. The second is an
opinion expressed in many of the descriptions that return on capital, while the
best basic measure of performance, is somewhat less readily used on a month to -month basis than return on sales or budget performance figures. The third
viewpoint, also expressed in the greater number of the descriptions, is that,
at last, through return on capital, a performance measure has come into being
which directs attention to control of assets as well as costs.
Before the opinions stated in the foregoing paragraph can be given appropriate weight, they should be conditioned by the case material on succeeding pages
dealing with reporting of return on capital and with incentive applications of
the return. The descriptions from which these materials are drawn are among
the more "practical" of the presentations in the sense that they are more nearly
restricted to the reports and incentive methods described and are less devoted
to comment. As specific instances, they suggest growing usefulness of return
on capital for management appraisal.
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APPLICATIONS OF RETURN ON CAPITAL REPORTING
on capital by divisions was mentioned in ten
I of the descriptions —of return
monthly reporting in eight cases and quarterly in two
NTERIM

REPORTING

—but exemplified in only a few. The following paragraphs provide particulars
relating to three of these instances, for which the form of report was also provided.
A Quarterly Report
The quarterly report form for divisions of a well - decentralized manufacturing company is shown in Exhibit 7. The report is circulated both to division
management and to company management. In its middle section the report
shows the makeup of funds employed— assets less current liabilities. The total
is carried to the top section of the report and, together with figures for profit
before and after taxes, permits calculation of return, on funds employed. It is

STATEMENT OF RETURN RATES
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STATEMENT OF RETURN ON ASSETS EMPLOYED
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made clear in the text of the related description that the before -tax computation is the significant one, "a good stopping point for purposes of comparison," whereas the after -tax figure simply provides "the actual final figure" for
tie -in to the statements.
As indicated in the description, the six columns of the form, as used, appear
to provide for full -year comparisons. Shown are funds employed, profit and
return for the previous year, the current year's original forecast, and its updated forecast at each quarter -end date. The funds - employed figures are the
result of averaging on a worksheet five quarter -end figures up to the end of the
year— whether actual, as for the prior year, wholly forecast, as for the initial
forecast, or partly forecast as for interim quarters within the year. Cash and
accrued Federal income tax are estimated amounts in order to avoid capricious
fluctuations. Profit figures are actual, forecast, or partly actual and partly forecast, in a manner corresponding to the funds - employed figures.
In effect, this progressive information, reported by quarters as the year passes,
is a check on a portion of the company's long -term forecasting procedure. The
author writes:
"Return -on- capital goals are projected five years in advance. The
first year is followed up quarterly with a revised estimate for the year
each time, always compared with the annual goal."
Monthly Report
A manufacturing company with product line divisions, cited earlier in connection with an allocation of assets common to products, prepares monthly for
each line the report for which the form is shown in Exhibit S. It will be noted
that both asset and income figures are forecast for the year, as well as the derived figures —the percent return on sales (shipments), asset turnover and percent return on capital. Actual figures are inserted beside the appropriate forecast figures for each month as it comes along.
The data entered have specific characteristics. The columns under the heading "average monthly" are provided for forecast and actual figures for each
element in the return base. "Average" means one -half the sum of opening and
closing figures for the month. The double - columns, "gross shipments" and
"standard earnings before taxes" supply forecast and actual sales and income.
These are interpreted in relationship to total assets in the final three sets of
columns to provide return on sales, turnover, and the figure for return on assets
employed. It is significant that forecast computations are made for these items,
constituting targets for the profit center. It should be pointed out that, although
"percent return on gross shipments" is a computation on the profit and shipFEBRUARY. 1962
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ment figures for each month, shown just to the left, the asset - turnover and return-on- asset - employed figures are twelve -month moving averages, requiring in
their computation data for the previous eleven months also. Only at December will the full supporting data appear on the form.
At the bottom of the report appear three additional lines, added to complete the information for the reader. Whereas the body of the report shows
capital and income for each month, with turnover and capital return for a full
year through the month being reported upon, the line, year -to -date, averages
asset and income balances for the months of the current year so far and shows
return on capital for the same period. The original- forecast line is the only one
which keeps before the reader data for the whole year on a forecast basis. The
moving- average line is a check on actual performance for a period which is
selected as significant for each product division, and may differ from the year
represented by the return percentages shown in the body of the report and the
year -to -date period shown in the first of the appended lines.
Following exposition of the report, the author of the description attests to
its practical usefulness in the following words:
"First, the technique records the progress made by operating managers in achieving the goal set by company management for each profit
center. The goals are based on economic conditions and are not
necessarily the same for each profit center. Second, by use of this
technique, the company management can determine improvement
trends and use this information in rewarding operating management.
Third, the monthly issuance of return -on- capital data provides information vitally necessary to give effective direction to improvement
efforts on the part of top company management."

Return on Capital by Cost Centers
The sole case of return -on- capital reporting by cost centers was offered by a
description author connected with a gas public utility company. These cost
centers are production areas, transmission lines and distribution districts, each
under a foreman or district agent. Computation of return on capital is made
possible by two factors. First, there is a "cost of gas study prepared annually
and adjusted periodically for major changes in prices," which supplies in terms
of billing prices "an incremental value for product delivered to any point in
the system." It is thus that revenue is attributed to cost centers. Secondly, costs
as well as net production facilities and materials —the capital base —are coded
to cost centers. Consequently, it is practicable to run on tabulating equipment
a monthly report in the format of Exhibit 9. The processing steps are as follows:
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From mechanically processed detail ledgers by cost center, data
is acquired for net capital (net productive assets, plus materials),
miscellaneous earnings and operational costs.
"2. From production ledgers, related product quantities are obtained
and priced by incremental values from the 'cost of gas data' referred to, for each cost center, to obtain revenue attributable to
production.
"3. The percent of net income on this basis to net capital is obtained for each cost center by adding production and miscellaneous earnings, deducting operating expense and dividing by net
capital. The result is carried out to hundredths of a percent."

"1.

In discussing the figures in the exhibit, the author writes:
"It is readily discernible how the various foremen and division and
function heads can each compare his performance against fellow supervisors in similar areas. The information soon establishes definite high
and low cost areas, with others fluctuating about a median. Performances can be compared for the same month in a previous year or
with a month of similar production volume to pick up noticeable improvement or deterioration in operating performance."
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APPLICATIONS OF RETURN ON CAPITAL —
INCENTIVE PLANS
of division management is that which affects
T its compensation. Inappraisal
four cases supplied by the descriptions, three of which
HE MOST SPECIFIC

are summarized below, return on capital is used as an incentive device, through
which management of company units is afforded opportunity of earning bonus
pay for exceeding return standards, set specifically for each unit.
A Manufacturing Company
The first company, a manufacturing enterprise, had experienced a year of
loss after a long period of profitable operation. Other outstanding symptoms
of distress were disproportionately high assets and current liabilities. The
initial step was to sharpen responsibility for profits through organizing product
divisions. The second step was to institute a measurement of performance which
would be based not only on the operating accounts but on the balance sheet
items also. This was return on capital.
As devised and applied by the company, the return is determined for each
division by relating to the group of principal assets controllable by the division— receivables, inventory and property at net book value —a figure called
division net profit. In arriving at this figure only costs directly charged to the
division are deducted from its revenue except that interest computed on division assets is also deducted to add to the division's concern in keeping them
under control. Following a study of company earnings requirements for both
dividends and growth, it was decided that 30 percent on the selected assets
should be the divisional return goal.
A two -part annual incentive was established for "key divisional employees,"
both parts reflecting the rate of return achieved for the year. One part offers
a graduated percentage of salary for exceeding a basic return rate set separately
for each division; the other offers similar compensation for bettering the division's return of the previous year. Hypothetical incentive scales were offered
in the description as follows:
Exceeding basic return
% of salary for
each % increase within
Bracket
bracket
to 15°76
no payment
1-/o
1 5 % to 2 0 %
2 0 % to 2 5 %
2%
2 5 % to 30%
3%

Bettering previous year
%of salary for each
Improvement
%n of improvement
brackets
within bracket

1%
to 5 %
5 % to 1 0 %
2%
over 10%
317c
The company has had several years of experience with this double - barrelled
F E B R U A R Y , 1962
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incentive. It is noted that, although improvement cannot be attributed to this
factor alone, the plan is credited with helping the company return to a profit
position in the first year of its application and to achieve 40 percent reduction
in receivables, 50 percent in inventories and 25 percent in plant property over
a three -year period. It is stated that, "the cash generated by the reductions was
used to liquidate the excessive liabilities and to finance investment in new companies and product lines."
Building Supply Retailer
A lumber and building supply company with twelve outlets had been experiencing shortage of working capital land increase in receivables, inventories
and fixed assets to such a serious extent that the situation occasioned the appointment of a new general manager who, among other things, effected decentralization of company operations and set up a return -on- capital plan by which
the performance of each unit is now judged. The plan is based, as with the
manufacturing company, on the three principal assets just named, fixed assets
being stated at gross original cost. The incentive application deducts from
division profit six percent of the aggregate average capital, as shown in the table
below. Ten percent of the excess is payable to the branch manager. Illustrative
figures supplied with the description follow:
Branch A
Annual profits
Minus 6CJc of average —
Fixed assets
Accounts receivable
Inventories

Branch B
$15,000

$15,000
$30,000

$30,000

25,000
4 5,000

5,000
35,000

$100,000

$
Excess over 6cJo of investment
Bonus to manager (10% of excess) $

6,000
9,000
900

$70,000

4,200
$10,800
$ 1,080

As the author of the description points out, the figures in the table are intended to disclose the advantage realized by the manager of Branch B who
earned the same profit as that earned by Branch A but used lower inventories
and receivables to do it. His reward was a larger bonus. This point is stressed
in the description:
"With the adoption of the current program, the managers readily
discovered that capital tied up in slow- moving assets are a great detriment to their performance records. Not only were there substantial
reductions in inventories and receivables but the program also resulted in reducing losses from bad debts and obsolete stock."
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The author further comments that the return -on- capital incentive plan tends
to hold the better managers and that several less successful ones had resigned
because their compensation was "unattractively low."
Using a published source which disclosed return on net worth for the industry, the company found, following the profit improvement program, which
included both decentralization and the incentive plan, that its own return on
net worth, rising from 2 percent to 10 percent, had become twice the national
average rather than half of it.
Store Chain
A retail stores division of a large corporation was shown to be operating at
widely varying profit rates among the stores and, over all, appeared to be dragging company profits down. An average return of 15 percent on store assets
—from 2 percent to 40 percent —was being realized, as stated in the description, when a 32 percent average was needed if the stores division was to contribute to profit as other divisions of the company were doing. It was decided
to attempt to bring all stores up to this level by installing an incentive plan.
The description author states that "in many cases this would take a period of
years, because of the amount of work which would have to be done by the
manager."
The plan which was developed relates "annual shop profit contribution" to
"total investment in the shop." The profit contribution is determined as shop
sales less cost of sales and expenses, except "depreciation, central buying and
administration, allocated overhead and general taxes." Shop capital includes
furniture and fixtures at replacement value, average inventory for the year and
working capital at five percent of net sales.
Each shop manager is given an opportunity to earn part or all of a possible
$1000 bonus for the year. The first step was to assign each shop a quota in
terms of percent return on capital, the quota being set in recognition of the existing situation and potentials of each store. If quota is earned for the year, the
manager receives $100 of the bonus, plus $50 for each half percent in excess
of quota, up to 9 percent over quota, at which point the full $1000 would be
payable to the manager.
In administering the plan, the store managers are given information to help
them know how they are progressing during the year, i.e., the effects of increasing sales and inventory turnovers, and decreasing expenses. It is noted
that "in the past, inventories had been maximized to avoid out -of -stock situations but sound stock control measures are now necessary."
F E B R U A R Y . 1962
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